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Explore Mars.... Steer your own model
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Steer your robot around and move arm etc
Mars Landscape

Features

250 mm long x 200mm
high
Working model of the Mars
Rover called Curiosity that
can be controlled on a flat
Activities
surface by the user using the
manual controller supplied and
1) Make the robot chassis and
the front arm, camera,laser
test it.
2) Make the top part then add to unit and the antenna can be
adjusted by hand to simulate
the robot chassis
3) Arrange a competition, if two or the real model working
models have been made.
on Mars.
Perhaps place two small rocks (stones) on
a table then inspect them with the arm.
(steering skill test)

Key Words / Knowledge

Safety
Be aware if controlled on a table as it can
Adjustment
Electricity, energy conversion, motor
easily fall off.
To steer easily the robot weight needs
control, rotation, bearings, kinetic
Remove battery after use and make sure you
to be balanced on drive wheels, add
energy, reducing friction, gearing, rolling
don’t leave motors running while unattended.
a counter balance weight to avoid too
resistance, testing, efficiency, power,
much weight resting on the front wheels. voltage and current.
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card with
holes
made

7x 200mm x 5mm
light blue tubes

10x blue

2x 3.9mm
grey tube

collars

2 x blue
steel screws
(3.5 x 30mm)
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Making Curiosity - Parts List

1x bolt 4mm x 30 long

6x steel
6x grey
collars

washers
(4mm hole)

1m long

4x green

Tools Needed

multi-blocks

4 x colored collars
10mm long
(can be any colour)

Go to
www.kre8.com
for
instructions

scissors / snips,
clear tape,
screwdriver,
ball point pen, rule,
‘wire strippers’ or
‘wire nail cutters’
Kre8
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Making the ‘Curiosity’ Robot Top
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Using the card sheet provided
TO MAKE
ALL SIZES IN MM
Use these ‘step-by-step instructions’ as
a guide and adapt as you want.

Cut out the 3 card shapes
(roughly cut out first as shown below)

Score along the RED lines using a
ball point pen and rule then fold.

IMPORTANT NOTES
1) ONLY cut up connectors as needed
2) Use a metric ruler for measuring
3) For EASY assembly
a) Round the end of the rods with
abrasive paper.
b) Push and twist the rods into place
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Tape (clear tape) the corners of robot
box and parts marked

Add the power pack part by taping on.

Note
To make the robot work better a weight is
added inside as shown
(a 20gm stone will do)
Reason - to counter-balance the arms weight
at the front of the robot.

A

B

power
pack

E
C

D

stone
inside
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Adding the Parts that ‘Fit on the Top’
Adding extras to the top
(2) Adjustable
Antenna

UHF antenna

Detail
showing how it passes though
the card top

Assembled

Parts needed

in the top

m

m

(4) Cameras
plus Laser
(on next page)

50

(1) UHF
Antenna

Blue collar
card l

50

(3) ARM
Green multi-block
connector cut
from triple block

Adjustable Antenna

50mm
Light blue tube cut
from long length

card

Assembled
Detail with
side removed
of the robot

Part assembled antenna

mm
20

card

mm

light blue tube
20

Blue collar
x2

20

Blue
connector
x2

spacers
colored
x2

snap off
rod

1 x blue collar

Here you can see hinge part
being made, the short snap rod
ready to push into the wheel
and assemble that goes into the top

this end
chassis

Parts needed

Assembled
at the front with fixing
tube from top

60

mm
60

20

mm

x

X3
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To fix in place
hold with
extra 40mm
long tube

light blue tubes

Green multi-block
connector

40

use 20mm tubes
for hinge part

underneath

60

x6

goes into
at a later stage

Assembled ready to use

3 Adjustable Arm

Blue
connector

Assembled
in the top

50

50

mm

X2

Parts needed

60
Kre8
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Adding the Extra parts that fit on the Top
Making the Camera Laser Unit

4a

Optional Add tape on thread

The thread part
goes inside the
light blue tube

see 4b for parts needed

if bolt is loose in the
light blue tube to
make a good fit.

Camera card piece

NavCam

ChemCam

hole

(a) Cut out card part and punch hole

Parts Needed to make
Camera Laser Unit arm

Push camera
bolt part into
light blue tube

60 mm

mm
60

light blue tubes

Nut

(d) Tape top of
box with tape

Camera Laser Unit added
Camera Laser Unit
added to the top

Bolt

Grey collar
x2

Blue collar
x2

60 mm

x2

Making the arm for the
Camera Laser Unit

X

x
mm
20

Blue
connector

(c) Add nut and bolt with
grey collar on EACH side

2

1

4b

(b) Tape box
base as shown

Cameras
hole
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NavCam

ChemCam
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Making Drive Pulley Assembly
Wheel Making

3

x2

To make pulley wheel ‘Snap off’ 4 pieces
off the grey snap off rod 20 mm long.

Push these 20mm long pieces into
the wheel as shown.

Drive wheel support

Place second wheel on top
(make two of these wheels)

4 x grey c

90mm

30m

ollars

long g
rey tu

be

Cut 9cm long grey tube 3.9mm dia.

2 x blue connectors

Slide two blue connectors and four grey collars
as shown onto the grey tube.

Add metal screw through axle hole

col
col ored
lar

30mm

x4

m

20
mm

Note
2 notches = 20mm

Cut two pieces of blue tube 3cm long and insert
in the blue connectors. Then add the two colored
spacers.
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Now it is ready to be
used at step 10
on page 8.

4 x blue collars

Add two blue collars on each blue tube
as shown.

Add the wheels using the metal screws.
(the screw only goes into the grey rod a short way)

(Keep handy until needed)
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Making the Motor Drive Assembly
Cut a piece of 60mm long light blue tube
then push it through the centre hole of the
middle green connector as shown.

Use half of the adhesive putty to make a
‘sausage shape’ then push it down as shown.
(it will stop the motor sliding about)
BluTack

Motor Assembly
a) Make a second motor
holder then
b) Join together with
a piece of 50mm long
light blue tube as shown.

reusable adhesive putty
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Continued
on next page

MOTOR

Push motor onto the adhesive putty after
lining it up with the front of the
green connector. (the red line indicates this)

a) To fix motor in place
loop the short rubber band over the motor
and hook under the light blue tube.
b) Then adjust light blue tube so only
a few mm sticks out on the left side
as shown.

50mm long

tube 60mm long

line up with the
front as indicated
by the red line

just a few
mm showing this
side

rubber band

When complete it
should look like this
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Robot Chassis Continued
Add four blue connectors to the ends of the
light blue rods you have just added.

Add the assembly shown in the insert made up from three
blue connectors and a 60 mm long light blue tube.

65

m

m

lo

ng

Cut four 65mm long pieces of light blue tube
then push them into the motor assembly just
made as shown.

blue
connector

X4

enlarged

65

65
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Use the drive wheels assembly made earlier - on page 6

add drive wheels under the chassis

Making then adding the front and back wheels to the chassis
100mm

Note
cut 200mm
tube in half

100mm

100mm

3
FRONT
WHEELS

REAR
WHEELS

100mm
Grey tube
Slide 40mm wheel onto
100mm long
Add one steel washer
smooth 4.9mm
grey tube
Lock together by pushing blue on top as shown
end cap into tube end

Slide grey 4.9 mm tube through blue connectors
of the chassis then add second wheel to other end

Repeat for rear wheels
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Assembling and Testing the Manual Controller
end

Preparing Wire

Motor

15mm

1) Strip ends about 15mm long for motors
2) twist wire ends
3) thread wire through motor tabs
4) Test circuit then tighten wires when OK

motor
rotation

To change direction of rotation

When testing later you can swap
wires over on the motor if you need
to change motor direction of rotation

Aim - Get both motors
to rotate forwards
at set up

m

1) Stripped ends
about 5mm
long

2) Folder ends
over then add to
manual controller

1) Wire strip ends about 6 mm long for motor controller then
2) Fold end over to make
3) push into screw connectors
4) Tighten up using small screwdriver

Manual Controller

Body Top

and tape wire
to the underside of robot top to
stop wires being pulled from motor
(acting as strain relief)

Robot Chassis Motors Connected

5m

Circuit Diagram

Thread wire through body top
motor
rotation

Manual
controller
end

Circuit when Completed

Manual controller with
switches
in forward position

Manual Controller Connected
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Joining Top to the Chassis
Fix robot Top part 1

Fix robot Top part 2

3
Adding
drive pulley

fixing tube
Place the top on using the fixing tube (with spacers)
Tip - cut the light blue tube end at 45degrees
so easier to push into blue connector.

Initial testing

Pull one side outward so you can get one motor
spindle through the central hole as shown then
repeat for the other side.

Push the orange pulleys on
(leaving space for drive pulley)
then add the long drive pulleys (rubber band).

Balancing the robot
Optional
(if not already done)
Add the extra wide wheels to
front and back

weight

Turn it upside down and check wheels spin well.
If not make adjustments.
Possible problems - Old battery used,
wheels need adjusting (ensure they spin OK freely)

Add a weight such as a stone or eraser.(about 20gms)
to counter balance the weight of the front arm

To do this insert two 20mm long
grey snap rods into the wheels
as shown above then join to wheels
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Extra Making Tips

Making rod and tube assembly easy

Cutting Kre8® Connectors

1) Rounding the rod end
ONLY cut connectors when
needed because not all
connectors may need
cutting.

Do this by Dragging and
turning the rod across an
abrasive sheet.

Rod

2) Rotate rod as you
push it into the
connector.

After cutting it is good
practice to also trim off any
sharp edges

3) Light blue tubes can
have end cut at an
angle. (very effective)

Use Good scissors, safety
snips or side cutters.

Making accurate holes with a ‘hole punch’

Light blue tube

Joints made with clear tape
Invisible* strong joints can be
made using clear tape
on glossy card or similar.

Easy tear clear tape dispenser

**metal
cutter

hole
punch

use upside down
so you can see card
through the hole
1) Remove back from the hole punch.
so you can use the hole punch
upside down.
2) Look through cutting hole and
line up card.
3) Punch hole

To make good joints
1) ensure fingers are not wet or greasy
2) tear off tape length wanted
3) Align to joint carefully and add loosely

close up

(if wrong it can be removed and repositioned)

using hole punch upside
down so you can see hole
position
(line up with the cross you
can see though the hole
punch hole)

4) Rub down with finger to get clear result.
Example corner

To undo a joint:a) carefully lift tape up (only if on a glossy surface) or
b) cut joint then add new piece

Notes
* For invisible joints use a clear, shiny and preferably ‘easy tear’ tape.
**Best to use tape dispensers with a metal cutter for ease of use.
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Photos

arms
folded up

front view

